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1.0 Description of the Service 

The NASA SOC functions as the only authorized single agency-wide cybersecurity operational 
entity whose mission is to provide proactive prevention, detection, and response to computer 
security incidents targeting NASA’s unclassified networks and systems. These unclassified NASA 
networks and systems include but are not limited to the corporate, mission and operational 
technology domains across NASA’s vast spectrum. The NASA SOC will operate 24/7/365 and 
function as the nerve center for all cybersecurity incident monitoring, reporting, detection, 
prevention, response, mitigation, and cyber threat analysis for the Agency.  The NASA SOC will 
provide the Agency with real-time, continuous cybersecurity monitoring and triage; uninterrupted 
event detection; incident analysis, coordination and response; situational awareness; and 
cybersecurity countermeasure implementation capabilities for maintaining a secure cyber and 
information assurance posture. 

The NASA SOC provides three key core cybersecurity services to the NASA enterprise which 
includes Monitoring, Detection and Prevention, Incident Containment and Mitigation, and 
Reporting and Communications.  Monitoring, Detection and Prevention provides proactive and 
timely identification, response, and resolution of issues arising from events that indicate a 
compromise or that could potentially compromise a NASA information systems. Incident 
Containment and Mitigation (IC&M) focuses on the isolation of anomalies which threaten NASA 
networks to reduce the severity or attack surface from a realized event in order to return systems 
or networks to normal operations.  By providing NASA Center IR Teams with Policies and 
Governance IR, NASA SOC sets the expectations for enterprise wide IC&M. Reporting and 
Communications provides information used in reporting the Agency’s incident response posture 
to the Centers, ranging from incident trends to specific incident data.   

The NASA SOC provides these services through distributed enterprise systems.  The distributed 
enterprise services and systems include a triage service to report IT security incidents, an Incident 
Management System (IMS) and a Security Information and Event Management System (SIEM).  
At each NASA Center and facility, the NASA SOC provides systems for IT security detection and 
monitoring with Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and Packet Capture (PCAP) infrastructure.  
The Office of Cybersecurity Services (OCSS) provides Log Aggregation systems for the collection 
of log information from Center and the Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) security 
systems such as firewalls and anti-virus.  NASA SOC and Center access to the data from these log 
aggregation systems is available to the Center’s incident response teams. 

The NASA SOC partners with the Communications Program (CP) to provide Intrusion Prevention 
Service (IPS) and sinkhole service capabilities.  The sinkhole services provide re-routing and data 
collection for malicious network traffic, based on domain name service (DNS) and the Internet 
Protocol (IP). The NASA SOC also partners with the End User Services Program (EUSP), in 
order to protect against malicious attacks with email as the vector through email blocks or email 
extraction.  The EUSP will leverage a secure email gateway (SEG), in order to support email 
blocks, based on malicious file attachments, file extensions or Uniform Resource Locators (URL).  

The NASA SOC also reviews reports of potential threats and vulnerabilities and attempts to 
determine which of those threats and vulnerabilities are relevant to the NASA enterprise. The 
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NASA SOC Cyber Threat Analysis (CTA) team then distributes related information to the NASA 
cyber security community to enable various parties to act upon that information. NASA needs both 
proactive and reactive capabilities in addressing computer security at the Agency level. The NASA 
SOC Cyber Threat Hunt (CTH) team composed of Computer Forensics, Incident Analysis, and 
Detection functions within the SOC provides cyber security analytical capability and forensics for 
NASA. This service provides the Agency with fly-away, on-site hunt and detection responses to 
intrusions; provides indications and warnings of potential threats, incidents, and attacks; as well 
as analytics in response to incidences suspected or in progress. 

The JPL Information Technology (IT) Directorate, also known as the Information and Technology 
Solutions Directorate (ITSD), provides a suite of IT capabilities and services in support of JPL 
institutional, mission, and business system computing services to enable the success of NASA 
missions carried out by JPL. Primary to fulfilling the ITSD’s Charter and achieving its goals and 
objectives is the use of the capabilities of the JPL SOC to protect against, monitor and detect, 
respond to, mitigate the impact of, and restore services that are impacted by verified network-
borne threats (voice or data).  At JPL, the ITSD is also responsible for management and oversight 
of the IT Security incident response function at JPL.   

The JPL Cybersecurity Operations Center (JPL SOC) is chartered to deliver the following services 
and capabilities, which constitute the foundation of this OLA and enable the partnership between 
the JPL SOC and the NASA SOC. 

A. Risk Identification and assessment
B. Intrusion detection
C. Threat prevention and mitigation
D. Event investigation
E. Incident triage and reporting
F. Monitoring, Detection and Prevention
G. Incident Containment and Mitigation
H. Reporting and Communications
I. Intelligence sharing
J. Incident lessons learned

For the NASA Management Office (NMO), the JPL SOC will support the NMO  by providing 
Incident Response functions including data that may include but not limited to raw data (PCAP 
when available), IDS signature trigger, probable root cause, agency and center trends and other 
data that may be captured through SOC systems.  

1.1 OLA Scope 

This agreement is made between JPL and the Associate Chief Information Officer (CIO) for 
Cybersecurity & Privacy Division and covers the provision and support of the NASA Security 
Operations Center (SOC). This OLA will describe the services and metrics required to meet 
security operations requirements between the JPL SOC and the NASA SOC. 
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1.2 Location of the Services 

NASA Security Operations Center Distributed Operations Sites: 
A. The NASA SOC operates from multiple distributed operation sites ensuring NASA’s

corporate, mission, and operational security business continuity and security operations
assurance.

B. Distributed operations sites provide a single synchronized and collaborative entity for
security operation services to the corporate, mission and operational technology domains
across NASA’s vast spectrum.

C. These distributed operations site operates 24/7/365 and singularly function as the nerve
center for all cybersecurity incident monitoring, reporting, detection, prevention, response,
mitigation, and cyber threat analysis for the Agency.

D. Each distributed operations site is designed with operational capabilities to maintain
security operations services when a distributed operations site is degraded or disabled for
varying reasons or lengths of time.

JPL Security Operations Center Site: 
A. Local incident response and incident management functions for JPL will be located at JPL.

The staff that supports the NASA SOC Communications and Reporting services will be
distributed between ARC and JSC.

B. The JPL SOC which provides intrusion detection, risk identification and assessment, event
investigation, incident reporting and threat prevention will be located at JPL.

NASA Cybersecurity Infrastructure Sites: 
A. NASA Cybersecurity Infrastructure (CSI) maintains multiple Contingency of Operations

Plan (COOP) Parallel Processing sites for the services supporting NASA SOC. These sites
are distributed between Johnson Space Center (JSC), Kennedy Space Center (KSC), and
Ames Research Center (ARC).

B. NASA CSI maintains NASA SOC support systems distributed across multiple locations

JPL Cybersecurity Infrastructure Site: 

A. JPL SOC maintains all JPL SOC support systems at JPL located in Pasadena, CA.
B. JPL has a managed desktop contract with ManTech.

2.0 Service Hours 
This section will discuss the times when the core services are available. 

NASA SOC Core Hours: 
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In support of NASA SOC, the agency requires capabilities in incident response, computer 
forensics, incident management, event monitoring, reverse engineering, and security systems 
administration.  The SOC provides three key services to the NASA enterprise: 

Monitoring, Detection and Prevention
Incident Containment and Mitigation
Reporting and Communications.

Monitoring, Detection and Prevention provides proactive and timely identification, response, 
and resolution of issues arising from events that indicate a compromise or that could 
potentially compromise a NASA information systems.

Incident Containment and Mitigation (IC&M) focuses on the isolation of anomalies which 
threaten NASA networks to reduce the severity or attack surface from a realized event in 
order to return systems or networks to normal operations.

Reporting and Communications provides strategic information used in reporting the Agency’s 
incident-response posture to the Centers.  At times, NASA also collaborates with other U.S. 
Federal Government entities, and external partners in furtherance of U.S. cyber security goals, 
initiatives, as well as responds to incidents and shares threat indicators. 
The NASA SOC will provide DNS and IP sinkhole capabilities, operational 24/7 with a 3 
hour on-call response time during non-business hours not inclusive of CNOC/DDI SLA’s.  
OSINT data will be mitigated twice a day M-F normal business hours.

The NASA SOC will utilize a SIEM, in order to correlate and filter IT security events. 

The OCSS will provide a log aggregation system, for the collection of IT security data.  Also, 
the NASA SOC will provide full access to the collected Agency log data to the Center IT 
Security Teams.  Questions regarding Agency log data should be sent to esd at esd@nasa.gov.
The JPL SOC will provide reporting – through the JPL SOC Database to the NASA IMS – all 
JPL-related event and incident data originating on networks that JPL manages or over which 
JPL is cognizant, based on the agreed-upon event/incident types based on DHS Reporting 
Requirements. 

Coordinates and case manages (tracks) responses to all incidents/issues.
Serves as the POC for status on incidents/issues and provides updates on demand or
via email notification list(s) provided and maintained by an impacted group or the
ITSD, as appropriate.

The JPL SOC will input required incident data determined by DHS Reporting Requirements 
as related to IT security incidents in the SOC Incident Management System (IMS) from initial 
entry to closure of the incident. The initial entry made by the JPL SOC will be such that the 
one-hour reporting criteria to US-CERT for security incidents will be met.  Further time based 
requirements may be modified based on DHS Reporting requirements for Federal Agencies.
JPL SOC will review IMS open JPL tickets and tasks daily and update all progress made for 
each ticket and task.  As incidents are resolved in IMS, the JPL SOC Incident Response 
Manager and CISO is responsible for validating;

Functional Impact to the system
Informational Impact to the system
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Recoverability Impacts to the system
Threat Vector
Costs associated to local incident response teams

The aforementioned validations may change as reporting requirements from DHS are 
changed.
The JPL SOC will collaborate with NASA Centers to capture and/or investigate forensics 
images upon request from the NASA SOC on an as-needed basis.
Engineers, sustains, administers, and operates a Cybersecurity infrastructure in order to 
monitor and assess JPL networks for indications of confirmed or possible compromised 
systems. 
The JPL SOC will promptly review, investigate, and remediate all Tasks, Events, or Incidents 
recorded by the NASA SOC in the IMS related to a confirmed or suspected Cybersecurity 
compromise, data spillage, or malicious activity. 
The JPL SOC will provide the NASA SOC with indications and warnings gathered from JPL 
unique toolsets, when lack of collaboration could cause Agency-wide impact. 
The JPL SOC will provide After business hour support for end-user reported Cybersecurity 
events based on urgency of immediate actions required to mitigate a malicious activity,  in 
accordance with the general service targets noted in section 3.1 
The JPL SOC will coordinate and case manage (tracks) responses to all incidents/issues In 
Accordance with DHS reporting requirements. 
The JPL SOC will serves as the POC to the NASA SOC for status on incidents/issues and 
provides updates on demand or via email notification list(s) provided and maintained by an 
impacted group or the ITSD, as appropriate. 
The JPL SOC will provide NASA SOC all relevant logs as stated in Appendix C pursuant to 
the technical integration of a data stream processor located at JPL SOC.  The DSP will stream 
each required log/data type to NASA’s CSI facilities for NASA SOC Tier 1 Monitoring and 
Alerting.

5.0 Periodic Reviews 

All parties will participate in ongoing service measurement, service analysis, and review of this 
OLA to ensure issues are resolved successfully. At a minimum, this OLA should be reviewed 
annually.  Modifications to the terms of this OLA should be reviewed at a joint NASA/NMO/JPL 
ITSD/JPL OCM meeting. This meeting may be conducted in tandem with other NASA/JPL IT 
project/initiative reviews.  

6.0 Configuration Management 
The configuration changes of NASA managed sensors and IT tools supported by this OLA are 
governed by configuration control boards (CCB) related to the specific toolsets.   CP, EUSP and 
the Cyber Security Infrastructure (CSI) have CCBs that govern configuration changes.   

Scheduled operational changes and unplanned outages to the systems supporting this OLA will be 
reported to NASA SOC IMS users through a standardized mailing list.\The configuration changes 
for JPL managed sensors and IT Tools supported by this OLA are governed by the JPL ITSD 
Change Request Management system and the JPL Enterprise Request Board.  
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Daily Activity Report(DAR)
Weekly CISO Report(WCR)
Weekly Situation Report(WSR)
Weekly Task Report(WTF)
Weekly Threat Report(WThR)
Weekly Signature Report(WSgR)
Bi-Weekly Mitigation Report(BWMR)
Monthly SMG Report(MSMG)
Monthly CIO Report(MCIO)
Quarterly CISO Report(QCR)

In order to support the above referenced deliverables, JPL SOC will update IMS in 
accordance with targets in section 3.1 General Service Targets. NASA will generate the 
reports. 

Service Response Table is included as Appendix D 

9.0 Cost
Each party will cover costs associated with the services described in this OLA for their respectively 
managed assets. JPL anticipates that all costs associated with the JPL provided services described 
in this OLA will be funded by Institutional Indirect Cost.  

10.0 Security and Governance 
JPL SOC will be given practicable opportunities to participate in NASA Governance Boards and 
working groups that deal with matters wich are likely to impact JPL.  
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Appendix A - Acronyms 
ARC Ames Research Center  
CCB Configuration Control Board 
CFIA Computer Forensics and Incident Analysis 
CIO Chief Information Officer 
CISO Chief Information Security Officer 
CSI Cyber Security Infrastructure 
CSPD Cybersecurity and Privacy Division 
CNI Cybersecurity, Networking and Identity 
CP Communications Program 
CUI Controlled Unclassified Information 
D2E2 Data Discovery Exploration Engine 
DHS Department of Homeland Security 
DNS Domain Name Service 
EAR Export Administration Regulations 
EUSP End User Services Program 
FIPS Federal Information Processing Standards 
IR Incident Response 
IRM Incident Response Manager 
IRT Incident Response Team 
IMS Incident Management System 
IP Internet Protocol 
IDS Intrusion Detection System 
IPS Intrusion Prevention System 
IT Information Technology 
ITAR International Traffic in Arms Regulations 
ITSATC IT Security Awareness and Training Center 
ITSD JPL Information and Technology Solutions Directorate 
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
JPL SOC JPL Cybersecurity Operations Center 
JSC Johnson Spaceflight Center 
KSC Kennedy Spaceflight Center 
MAR Mitigation Action Requirements 
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center 
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology 
NCCIC National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center 
NMO NASA Management Office 
NPD NASA Policy Directives 
NPR NASA Policy Requirements 
OCIO Office of the Chief Information Officer 
OCSS Office of Cybersecurity Services 
OIG Office of the Inspector General 
OPS Office of Protective Services 
PII Personally Identifiable Information 
RTO Return to Operations 
SAISO Senior Agency Information Security Officer 
SEG Secure Email Gateway 
SOC Security Operations Center 
TIC Trusted Internet Connection 
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Appendix C – JPL SOC Log Integration 

Group 1 Data:  
JPL DNS Logs
JPL Firewall Logs
JPL IDS Data
JPL AD Logs

Group 2 Data 
JPL Web Content Filter (WCF)
JPL Web Application Firewall (WAF)
JPL Email
JPL Anti-Virus

Group 3 Data 
JPL Cloud Access Logs
JPL Boundary Routers
JPL Intrusion Prevention System (IPS)
JPL Virtual Privet Network (VPN) gateways
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June 23, 2020 

NASA Management Office 

TO:   Richard Cook, Laboratory Associate Director 

FROM:   Christine Bonniksen, Contracting Officer Representative, NASA Management Office 

SUBJECT:  Guidance for Authorization To Operate (ATO) Documentation for SMD Systems 

This memo is provided in support of JPL’s request for guidance associated with the transition from the 
JPL unique system to the NASA Risk Information Security Compliance System (RISCS) for 
documentation of artifacts needed for the issuance of an Authorization to Operate (ATO).  Below is the 
general guidance for planning purposes: 

1. All systems with a PDR after the date of this letter are required to enter all required
documentation into the RISCS system.

2. All development systems in Phase D or later may use a combination of Hard Copy and RISCS
entry for issuance of an ATO with a plan to finalize the RISCS transition that will not exceed two
years from the date of this letter.

3. All development systems not covered by either of the above may have a mixture of Hard Copy
and RISCS documentation for evaluation prior to launch.  A plan must be developed for transition
of all information into the RISCS system with a completion date NLT 6 months after launch.

4. All operational systems shall develop a plan to transition documentation into the RISCS system
within 3 years of the date of this letter or as coordinated with SMD per item 5 below with the
adjusted due date documented in return correspondence.

5. NASA SMD will work with JPL to identify the project priorities within the above guidelines for
completing and submitting the documentation required for the issuance of an informed ATO
determination.

If there is concern this request cannot be accomplished within the current provisions of the existing 
Caltech Prime Contract, please contact me immediately so the necessary modification(s) may be initiated. 
For concerns or questions related to this request, I may be contacted at 818-354-1682.  

Christine K. Bonniksen 
Contracting Officer Representative 
NASA Management Office 

CC: Scott Morgan, JPL/ESD 
Charles Whetsel, JPL/ESD 
Katrina Christian, JPL/Contract Management Section 

National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 

NASA Management Office

Reply to 



Preston Miller JPL/CISO
Randi Levin, JPL/CIO
Robert Binkley, HQ/OCIO
Marion Meissner, HQ/OCIO
Lara Petze, HQ/OCIO
Gerald Smith, HQ/SMD
Betsy Edwards, HQ/SMD
Sandra Connelly, HQ /SMD
Mayra Montrose, HQ/SMD
Marcus Watkins, HQ/NMO
Kaiser Adeni, HQ/NMO
Abe Awwad, HQ/NMO
Lynn Torres, NMO Contracting Officer
David Crouch, NASA Procurement Officer
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Office of the Chief Information Officer 

ICAM Implementation Plan 

Directive Information 

NPRs and NPDs: 
NPR 2841.1 Identity, Credential, and Access Management 
NPR 1600.4A Identity and Credential Management  

NASA Responsible Office: Office of the Chief Information Officer 

Background 

Representatives of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL), hereinafter referred to as Contractor, including both Chief Information Officers, met 
on November 5, 2019 to discuss the scope of the Identity, Credential and Access (ICAM) Implementation 
Plan. As input to the implementation plan, the group first reviewed the ICAM Transition Resource 
Impact Assessment deliverable defined in the IT Transition Plan. Consistent with the Decision Memo 
Identity, Credential and Access Management (ICAM) dated December 20, 2019, NASA has directed the 
Contractor to continue to work on the effort for an additional 18-24 months.  This Implementation Plan 
addresses the ICAM requirements referenced in the decision memo. A check-point Face-to-Face will 
be coordinated by the NASA Management Office (NMO), and include senior leaders from HQ 
Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO), HQ Office of Protective Services (OPS) and the 
NMO.

Purpose
ICAM is an information technology (IT) discipline that has developed out of industry’s need for a 
branch of knowledge and a community of specialists centering on ICAM research, training, and 
practice. The ICAM discipline helps organizations standardize (a) management of identities, (b) 
safeguards related to identity, and (c) norms for referencing identities and/or handling identity data, 
both within and across organizations, through people, processes, and technology. The Contractor has 
implemented ICAM solutions in a matrixed fashion to meet the Contractor’s business, administrative, 
and mission needs. However, the resulting ICAM architecture is not fully congruent with NASA’s 
need for standardization and oversight. The implementation plan herein was established to fill key 
gaps and establish greater ICAM coordination between NASA and the Contractor. 

Implementation Strategy 

A list and description of each of the projects that conform the ICAM implementation plan follows. 

I. Establish a Dedicated JPL ICAM Program Office – the Contractor will designate a cross-
functional program office to oversee JPL’s ICAM efforts for enterprise risk management,
effective governance, and implementation.

II. Establish IdMAX as the Authoritative Source for Identities – the Contractor will
streamline the collection and maintenance of identity information to ensure that IdMAX is
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Office of the Chief Information Officer 

Software License Management Implementation Plan 

Directive Information 

NASA Responsible Office: NASA Office of the Chief Information Office 

1) Scope

Pursuant to the Information Technology Transition Plan, the focus of this Implementation Plan (the 
Plan) is to create a centralized and consistent set of processes, including consolidation of all 
commercially off the shelf software (COTS) licenses into a single Software Asset Management (SAM) 
System, for all categories of software except Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) software. The CAE 
software licensing process is addressed in the Information and Technology Solutions Directorate 
(ITSD) Transition Plan (formerly the OCIO Transition Plan).   

In support of this goal, the Contractor will:  

• Establish a cross discipline Software Acquisition Governance Team.
• Create and staff an Information Technology Asset Manager (ITAM) Position that will work

closely with the NASA Agency Software Manager (ASM)
– ITAM will obtain NASA training

• Create a set of procedures to organize and implement all seven phases of the Software
License Management Lifecycle, including:

– Approval and recording of software purchased with Contractor Purchase Orders
– Approval and recording of software purchased with Contractor P-Cards
– Approval and recording of software obtained from Contractor’s IT Catalog

• Build out and populate the Software Asset Management module in Service Now for:
– Productivity Software (Category 1)
– Individually purchased software for Desktops (Category 2)
– Individually purchased/obtained software for servers
– Chargeback software licenses
– Enterprise Software
– Software as a Service (SaaS). 
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• Create a process for identifying Free and Open Software (FOSS) and Trial Software, and work
with NASA to establish guidelines for review and acceptance of associated Terms and 
Conditions and End User License Agreements (EULA).  

The Contractor will comply with NASA’s Supply Chain Risk Management requirements in 
accordance with the Information Security Implementation Plan requirements.   

Exceptions

• In accordance with the ITSD Transition plan approved by NASA, CAE software is outside the
scope of this Implementation Plan. The CAE software licensing process is mature, meets

requirements and is auditable.

• This plan covers all COTS, including customized COTS. Unique software JPL develops for
mission systems is not included.

Implementation Strategy

The Contractor’s Implementation Strategy will be accomplished through the following actions.  The 
Contractor, in collaboration with NASA, will:    

• Complete an inventory of the Software currently in the Contractor’s environment and share
its results with the Software License Management System (SLMS) workgroup.

• Continue to develop the Software Asset Module (SAM) to record all software purchases.
• Create a Software Catalog in Service Now that lists the Software approved for use by the

Contractor (to include Cyber and Business Governance).
• Continue to develop the Acquisition Division P-Card tracking system to ensure that the

proper fields are captured.
• Train the P-Card holders on software purchases. Only trained card holders will be permitted

to purchase software.
• Fully implement the SaaS review process, including communication about the use of SaaS

in the Contractor’s environment to Contractor’s personnel. 

The Contractor will implement key areas of this strategy through the following projects: 

Project 1: Software Inventory Assessment 

The Software Inventory Assessment project will result in an inventory of the Software 
currently in the Contractor’s environment. This includes the following activities.  

• Determine where and which software exists in the Contractor’s environment.
• Systems with BigFix installed will allow for scanning.

• The Contractor will review the last year of software procurements and renewals to determine
what has been purchased and associate those purchases to the appropriate Plans.

Assumptions 
• It is expected that the majority of software by titles exists in the Contractor’s Information

Technology Security Database (ITSDB) Plan 537 Subscribed Computers.
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• It is expected that a majority of dollar value software exists in IT Plans that provide services
to the Lab; that software will be identified in the Application Security Records for these
systems: – Business Systems,

• Product Data Management,
• Collaboration, and
• Data Exchange Architecture (DEA).

• The collection of additional deployment information as part of the Purchase Order process
will enable the association of software with the appropriate System Security Plans.

ontractor will ensure that the proper fields are captured and training the P-Card 
holders on software purchases. 

Schedule Status:  
The Contractor is studied FY2019 P-Card and Purchase Order data. BigFix Discovery 
commenced in April 2020. The analysis was complete by the end of June 2020.  

 Project 2: Software Asset Module (SAM) Enhancements 
This project is to continue enhancements for additional data points to be collected in the SAM for 
recording software purchases.

• The Contractor is working with subcontractors (ManTech and 1901 [the Service Now
Developer]) to establish the data fields needed to satisfy the Software Policy.

• The Contractor’s team will create fields in the Service Now Software Asset Module that
will allow for the capture of inventory data.

• Current Fields:
– Order Number
– Order Date
– Requestor
– Card Holder
– Card Holder Org.
– QTY
– Unit Cost
– Description
– Control Point Categories
– Expenditure Type
– Account
– Transaction Date

1. Needed Fields:
– Computer Asset Tag (system software will be installed on)
– Manufacturer
– Software Title
– Valid Through Date

2. The Contractor’s ITSD will be tracking all Software Purchases including P-Card,
Purchase Order and Subcontract, in a Software Asset Management (SAM) System
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to ensure that JPL’s use of Software is covered by Contractor’s entitlements to 
use the software.   

• The Contractor is working with subcontractors (ManTech and 1901) and its
Acquisition organization to determine how to best transmit PO and P-Card
software purchase information into the SAM.

• Software as a Service (SaaS) that stores any Contractor data in a Cloud will
go through a vetting process with the provider which ensures data is stored
in a Fed Ramp Certified data center that meets CyberSecurity reporting
requirements. Access to SaaS will require using the Contractor’s Single Sign
On.

• Strategy will extend to Free and Open and Trial Software. The Contractor
will work with NASA to evaluate FOSS and Trial Software.

Schedule Status: 
The Contractor has completed development of the SAMf module in the Service Now 
Sandbox. Testing and review of Stories

All software included in the Service Now Catalog will be included in the initial 
Production module. As of May 2020, the Contractor has started adding new software 
purchases and migrating enterprise purchases. A full capture of all software could take a year 
to coincide with annual renewals.

Resources
The Contractor anticipates engaging the support of subcontractors to support a portion of the work
described herein. In doing so, the Contractor will provide the maximum practicable opportunities
to Small Business Concerns.

Surveillance Performance Indicators
Performance will be observed through the Contractor’s implementation of this IP, reporting of
schedule and activities found in Sections 3 and 6, and associated interaction with NASA. The
Contractor will continue to participate in NASA’s SLMS workgroup.  All Contractor programs,
plans, procedures, policies, and any guidance/directives are subject to periodic surveillance and
audit by the Government. Surveillance will be evidenced by the Contractor performing the
activities in this Plan, producing associated products, conducting reviews, performing assessments,
reporting, and other aspects of this Plan.

Schedule
Action Due Date 
Software Asset management module for Service Now May 31, 2020 

Completed
Software Inventory Assessment June 30, 2020 

Completed 
Software Acquisition Governance Team September 30, 2020 
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Procedure and Governance Development for Software License 
Management Lifecycle 

September 30, 2020 

Data Migration into new system on rolling basis May 31, 2021 
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Office of Chief Information Officer 

External Websites Implementation Plan 

Directive Information 

NASA Responsible Office: Office of Chief Information Officer 

Introduction:
In order to ensure compliance with Prime Contract No. 80NM0018D0004 (the Contract), the 
Contractor’s Chief Information Officer (CIO) shall provide oversight to all website content 
developed and maintained by the Contractor, in accordance with the Statement of Work set 
forth in Section C-1 of the Contract. The Contractor is required to use the NASA.gov web 
portal for web hosting when appropriate. The Contractor may host some sites outside 
NASA’s web hosting service when a different information architecture or technical capability 
is needed that is not provided by the existing NASA web portal, in accordance with the 
strategy set forth in this Plan. NASA.gov websites hosted outside of the NASA.gov portal 
shall also follow the requirements listed in the Contract. Pursuant to the Information 
Technology Transition Plan, the focus of this Implementation Plan (the Plan) is to document 
the strategy for compliance with the May 15, 2019, Memorandum from the NASA 
Administrator addressing the Web Modernization effort and the 21st Century Integrated 
Digital Experience Act (IDEA), for websites managed by the Contractor that fall within the 
scope of this Memorandum.  
In support of this work, the Contractor: 

• Will establish a new process for creation of external websites by September
30, 2020

• Has worked on developing governance control over website content
New JPL Rules expected September 30, 2020

• Has reduced footprint by 20%

Implementation Strategy
a) Consistent with the directives outlined in the NASA Administrator’s May 15, 2019,

Memorandum addressing the Web Modernization effort and the 21st Century Integrated
Digital Experience Act (IDEA), the Contractor fulfills requirements for websites managed
by the Contractor that fall within the scope of the Web Modernization effort and the 21st
Century Integrated Digital Experience Act Memorandum and IDEA.

i) The Contractor is participating in the NASA OCIO Website Policy Working Group. NASA
has established the NASA Web Modernization Team (NWMT) as an Agency working group
to determine how NASA, as an Agency, will implement the 21st Century Integrated Digital
Experiences Act (IDEA) as well as the NASA Administrator’s memorandum concerning the
same topic.  A copy of the Administrator’s Memo is included as Appendix A.
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ii For sites that need to be hosted externally, new sites will be addressed per NWMT
process. Existing websites will be reviewed through NWMT processes and
documented.

ii The Contractor’s Information and Technology Solutions Directorate (formerly known
as OCIO) will assess all recommended actions from the NWMT within 30 days of
receipt. The Contractor will respond through NMO with its recommended action or
approach for NASA’s consideration. In the event a timeline is included as part of the
recommended action and the timeline is sooner than 30 days, the Contractor will make
its best effort to expedite its response.

Surveillance Performance Indicators
b) Every 6 months, after initial submittal of the External Website Governance

Implementation Plan (IP), the Contractor will submit a status update through the NMO,
culminating with the completion of the final recommendation(s) from the NWMT. The
status update will identify all actions from the NWMT and how the Contractor plans to
implement or has implemented the actions at JPL.  If the actions have not been
implemented, the process to do so along with a schedule for compliance will be provided.

Project Schedule 

Action Due Date Status 

NWMT Recommendation: Employee-Only 
Sites 

April 20, 2020 Completed 

NWMT Recommendation: Eliminate 
unknown (404 of 403 errors) sites as 
appropriate 

April 20 2020 Completed 

NWMT Recommendation: Vanity Sites June 30, 2020 Completed 

NWMT Recommendation: Login Website 
Audit 

June 30, 2020 Completed initial audit. 

Contractor completed the 
Login Website Audit and is 
developing a strategy to 
complete all required actions, 
including the development and 
launch of a communication 
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plan. We anticipate completion 
of all required actions by end 
of calendar year 2020. 

Establishment of New Process for External 
Websites Creation 

September 30, 2020 In progress 

NWMT Recommendation: Redirect 
Groups of Related Sites to a Single URL 

September 30, 2020 

Address 75% of 
sites with aliases 
and redirects and 
provide a strategy 
for addressing 
100% of sites. 

In progress 

Formalize Governance Control through 
Publication of JPL Rules 

September 30, 2020 In progress 

Status Update Every 6-months Ongoing 

Assess NWMT Recommended Actions and 
Respond with Contractor’s 
Recommended Approach for NASA’s 
Consideration

Within 30-days of 
receipt 

Ongoing 
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